Early stage infradiaphragmatic Hodgkin's disease: results of radiotherapy and review of the literature.
To assess the impact of modality therapy on long-term outcome for infradiaphragmatic Hodgkin's disease (IDHD). During the period 1965-1997, 847 patients with early stage Hodgkin's disease (HD) were evaluated and treated at our institution, 20 of them had IDHD (2.4%). Patients characteristics: stage I, nine patients (five pathological stage (PS), and four clinical stage (CS)) and stage II: 11 patients (six PS and five CS). Two modalities of treatment were used: combined modality (CMT), consisting of chemotherapy followed by extended field radiotherapy or radiotherapy alone (XRT). All patients with CS or PS II, except in one case, were treated with CMT. Overall, 12 patients were treated with CMT and the remaining eight patients were treated with XRT. The relapse rate after initial treatment was 30%. Ten-year disease free survival (DFS) and 10-year cause-specific survival were 60% and 92%, respectively. There was a non-significant trend to a better DFS for the CMT group of patients (76% vs. 35% for the whole series and 100% vs. 24% for stage I patients). The four relapsed patients in the XRT group were inguino-femoral PS I. In four out of the six patients who relapsed (66%) the failure was located solely in the supradiaphragmatic area, outside of the radiation fields. In our experience, inguino-femoral stage I patients have a high relapse rate after XRT; consequently, CMT consisting of chemotherapy plus involved field radiotherapy should be recommended for early stage HD confined below diaphragm.